Sonogenetic Modulation of Cellular Activities Using an Engineered Auditory-Sensing Protein
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ABSTRACT: Biomolecules that respond to different external stimuli enable the remote control of genetically modified cells. We report herein a sonogenetic approach that can manipulate target cell activities by focused ultrasound stimulation. This system requires an ultrasound-responsive protein derived from an engineered auditory-sensing protein prestin. Heterologous expression of mouse prestin containing two parallel amino acid substitutions, N7T and N308S, that frequently exist in prestins from echolocating species endowed transfected mammalian cells with the ability to sense ultrasound. An ultrasound pulse of low frequency and low pressure efficiently evoked cellular calcium responses after transfecting with prestin(N7T, N308S). Moreover, pulsed ultrasound can also noninvasively stimulate target neurons expressing prestin(N7T, N308S) in deep regions of mouse brains. Our study delineates how an engineered auditory-sensing protein can cause mammalian cells to sense ultrasound stimulation. Moreover, our sonogenetic tools will serve as new strategies for noninvasive therapy in deep tissues.
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Approaches that can noninvasively stimulate target cells buried in the deep tissues are highly desirable for basic research and clinical therapy. Currently, different external stimuli including photons, chemicals, radio waves, and magnetic fields have been used to stimulate target cells implanted with stimulus-responsive proteins or nanoparticles.1−4 However, these strategies suffer from several drawbacks including invasiveness, poor spatiotemporal precision, or low penetration depth, which greatly hinder their potential use in clinical therapy. To overcome these long-standing problems, we aim to use focused ultrasound (FUS) as a stimulus to remotely control cellular activities because it can noninvasively deliver acoustic energy to deep tissues while retaining spatiotemporal coherence.5

Ultrasound waves have frequencies greater than those of sound waves that can be heard by humans (>20 kHz). Low-frequency ultrasound waves (<3.5 MHz) are easily transmitted through tissues, including those of bones and brains.6 Owing to its deep penetrability and spatiotemporal resolution (a few cubic millimeters), ultrasound-based neuromodulation has been tested on cultured neuronal cells and in brains of various model organisms.6−11 As continuous ultrasound waves or pulsed ultrasound waves of high acoustic pressure are typically needed to activate neurons, neuronal cells are likely to be weakly sensitive to ultrasound stimulus.6,12,13 To overcome this, gas-filled microbubbles (MBs) that vibrate upon ultrasound excitation have been used as ultrasound amplifiers to
MBs attached to Caenorhabditis elegans.\textsuperscript{16} Although this study verified that ultrasound-mediated neuromodulation is possible, its further development faces major roadblocks; i.e., MBs have a short lifespan in vivo (<5 min in the blood), and it is difficult to deliver MBs to extravascular tissues.\textsuperscript{17} Compared with MBs, gas-filled protein complexes, denoted as gas vesicles, are highly

Figure 1. mPrestin carrying the N7T and N308S mutations functions as an ultrasound-responsive protein. (a) Sequence alignment of prestins from six nonecholocating and eight echolocating species showing that N7T and N308S substitutions frequently occurred in the echolocating species. Positions 7 and 308 are boxed with the residues located at those positions highlighted in red. (b) Excitation of 0.5 MHz FUS evokes calcium responses in cells expressing Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) but not in control cells expressing Venus alone. Cells were cotransfected with the calcium biosensor CFP-R-GECO. The intensity of the R-GECO fluorescence in the cells was monitored by live-cell imaging. Scale bar, 10 μm. (c) Time course of R-GECO fluorescence intensity in cells expressing the indicated constructs in the presence or absence of 0.5 MHz FUS stimulation. ATP treatment (10 μM) served as a positive control to show that the cells could exhibit intracellular calcium flux. Data were collected for 7–36 independent experiments, with \( n = 250 \) cells per experiment.
The evolutionary analysis also suggests that prestin inherently acts as an electromechanical transducer.26 The primary sequence of prestin is largely conserved among various mammalian species, although several specific amino acid substitutions that directly affect the electromotility capacity of prestin frequently occur in prestins of sonar mammals but not in those of their nonsonar counterparts.23,24 Thus, prestin probably enhances ultrasound sensitivity in mammals, although how it does so is still unclear.

In this study, we aimed to test the possibility of using prestins with different amino acid substitutions to increase the ultrasound excitability of mammalian cells. Here, we first examined the amino acid sequences of prestin from six nonecholocating species and eight echolocating species. Asparagine (Asn) at positions 7 and 308 in prestins of nonecholocating species is frequently replaced with threonine (Thr) and serine (Ser), respectively, in echolocating species (Figure 1a). To test whether these apparently evolutionarily driven amino acid substitutions are important to adaptive ultrasound sensing, two mutations N7T and/or N308S were introduced into mouse prestin (hereafter mPrestin). The constructs used for our study were wild-type prestin (mPrestinWT); mPrestin mutants containing a single substitution, mPrestin(N7T) and mPrestin(N308S); and a mutant containing two substitutions, mPrestin(N7T, N308S).

Several mammalian species, including bats and cetaceans, use ultrasound to navigate or communicate. The high-frequency auditory sensitivity and selectivity in echolocating mammals have been attributed to adaptive mechanical amplification in the outer hair cells (OHCs) of their cochlea.22 Prestin (also known as SCL26A5) is a transmembrane protein residing in OHCs that drives their electromotility and seems to be involved in the ability to hear ultrasound.23,24 However, it is still challenging to express and assemble prokaryotic gas vesicles in mammalian cells.5 Recently, several groups implanted mechanosensitive ion channels, such as Mscl and Piezo1, into in vitro cell culture systems and, with their use, successfully perturbed the cellular membrane potentials of target cells using ultrasound.25,26 However, the ultrasound frequencies used in those studies are too high (30 and 43 MHz) to be applicable for in vivo use owing to their low penetrability (<5 mm). Therefore, to date, there has been no sonogenetic system that uses low-frequency and low-pressure ultrasound to remotely control activities of mammalian cells that have been genetically modified.
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Figure 2. mPrestin(N7T, N308S) enables an ultrasound-evoked calcium response in a frequency-specific manner. HEK293T cells transfected with one of the indicated DNA constructs were bathed in PBS and stimulated with ultrasound of different frequencies (3 s duration, 2000 cycles, 10 Hz PRF, 0.5 MPa). Data are presented as the relative percentage of cells in each group (expressed as fold-probability) that were excitable by ultrasound after normalization to that of cells expressing only Venus that were stimulated at the same frequency. The cells whose R-GECO intensity increases more than 1.2-fold over resting value after ultrasound stimulation were defined as ultrasound-excitable cells. The cells with small or no increase in R-GECO intensity (<1.2-fold) were defined as ultrasound-unexcitable cells. The absolute number of cells in each group was 998, 556, 686, 739, 780, 3111, 438, 277, 691, 1484, 1515, 408, 472, 785, 771, 1735, 856, 1571, 1085, 520, 1470, 1050, 1250, 1199, and 605 cells from left to right. Data are shown as the mean ± s.e.m. for 7–36 independent experiments. P-values >0.05 are not shown.
N308S)-transfected cells (Figure 1c). However, FUS only slightly evoked the calcium response in cells that expressed Venus-mPrestinWT (Figure 1c). Cells transfected with Venus alone did not respond to FUS stimulation (Figure 1c). Moreover, expression of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) did not induce spontaneous calcium response in the absence of FUS stimulation (Figure 1c). These results indicated that heterologous expression of Venus-mPrestinWT endowed the transfected cells with a weak ability to sense ultrasound. Substituting Thr at position 7 and Ser at position 308 in the Venus-tagged mPrestinWT substantially improved the ultra-

**Figure 3.** mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta oscillate upon FUS stimulation and trigger calcium influx from the extracellular pool. (a) Representative confocal images of HEK293T cells expressing Venus-mPrestinWT, Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S), mCherry-CAAX (a plasma membrane marker), or mCherry-Giantin (a Golgi marker). For each field, the maximum z-projection was created from 15 stacks, each separated by 0.3 μm. Scale bar, 10 μm. (b) Quantification of the plasma membrane/cytoplasm ratio for the indicated mPrestin constructs. Data are shown as the mean ± s.e.m. for three independent experiments; n = 22, 26, and 61 cells from left to right. (c) HEK293T cells expressing the indicated constructs were stimulated with 0.5 MHz FUS (3 s duration, 2000 cycles, 10 Hz PRF, 0.5 MPa). Data are presented as in Figure 2. The absolute number of cells in each group was 3111, 438, 1484, 532, and 430 cells from left to right. The data are shown as the mean ± s.e.m. for 6–36 independent experiments. (d) Video frames showing the structural dynamics of mPrestin-positive puncta in cells that had or had not been stimulated with 0.5 MHz FUS. The boundaries of the punctate regions are outlined in white. Scale bar, 0.2 μm. (e) Area measurements of mPrestin-positive puncta with or without FUS stimulation. (f) HEK293T cells expressing Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) were incubated with EGTA (5 mM, 20 min), thapsigargin (100 nM, 30 min), gentamicin (200 μM, 20 min), or TTX (500 nM, 20 min) in DMEM and were stimulated with 0.5 MHz FUS (3 s duration, 2000 cycles, 10 Hz PRF, 0.5 MPa); 0.1% DMSO served as the control. Data are presented as in Figure 1b. The absolute number of cells in each group was 1642, 1238, 1826, 1996, 566, and 772 from left to right. Data are shown as the mean ± s.e.m. for 6–12 independent experiments.
To determine the optimal ultrasound frequency/frequencies for cell manipulation, we next comprehensively tested the calcium responses of cells expressing the various Venus-mPrestin constructs to different FUS frequencies between 80 kHz and 3.5 MHz (3 s duration, 2000 cycles, 10 Hz PRF, 0.5 MPa; Figure 2). Five different ultrasound transducers were utilized to deliver ultrasound waves at various frequencies to mPrestin-transfected cells (Table S1). The power density of US at different frequencies applied to cells was similar (16.4–26.7 mW/cm²; Table S2). Interestingly, cells individually expressing the WT and mutated constructs were sensitive only to 0.5 MHz FUS (Figure 2). The 80 kHz, 1, 2, and 3.5 MHz FUS were insufficient to evoke a calcium influx in the cells (Figure 2). Moreover, expression of various mPrestin proteins did not induce spontaneous calcium responses in the absence of FUS stimulation (Figure 2). Upon stimulation by 0.5 MHz FUS, the percentage of ultrasound-responsive cells was 11.29 ± 4.25-fold (mean ± s.e.m.) greater for the Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) group compared with the control group (p = 0.024; Figure 2). Heterologous expression of Venus-mPrestinWT, Venus-mPrestin(N7T), and Venus-mPrestin(N308S) only slightly increased the sensitivity of the transfected HEK293T cells to 0.5 MHz FUS (p = 0.31, 0.51, and 0.25, respectively; Figure 2). Moreover, the parameter of FUS excitation we used does not affect cell viability or cell membrane integrity (Figures S3 and S4). These results confirmed that 0.5 MHz FUS efficiently evoked a calcium response in cells expressing mPrestin(N7T, N308S) in a frequency-dependent manner.

In addition to prestin, Ibsen and colleagues demonstrated that the mechanosensitive ion channel, TRP-4, is required for ultrasound-mediated mechanical stimulation and can modify animal behavior in the presence of MBs.16 To test whether TRP-4 can act as an ultrasound-responsive protein, we transfected HEK293T cells with two members of the mammalian TRPC4 family including human TRPC4α (hTRPC4α) and mouse TRPC4β (mTRPC4β).29,30 The calcium response of cells expressing hTRPC4α or mTRPC4β tagged with CFP upon FUS stimulation of different frequencies was examined and quantified. The percentage of ultrasound-excitatory cells in the mTRPC4β-CFP group was 3.29 ± 0.94-fold (mean ± s.e.m.) greater than the control group upon stimulation with 0.5 MHz FUS (p = 0.044; Figure S5). Ultrasound of 80 kHz, 1, 2, and 3.5 MHz was not sufficient to induce a calcium response in cells expressing mTRPC4β-CFP. Thus, mTRPC4β-CFP is only weakly sensitive to 0.5 MHz FUS. Although its protein sequence is very similar to that of mTRPC4β, hTRPC4α-CFP did not respond to the low-frequency ultrasound stimulation at all (Figure S5). Taken together, the comprehensive examination of ultrasound sensing in cells transfected with different putative ultrasound-responsive proteins shows that mPrestin(N7T, N308S) was the most responsive protein.

We next explored the possible molecular mechanisms that make the two evolutionarily conserved amino acid substitutions important for prestin-dependent ultrasound sensing. Targeting of prestin to the plasma membrane is required for its function.31 Confocal images of Venus-mPrestinWT and Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) in living cells showed that Venus-mPrestinWT localized to the cytoplasm and to the plasma membrane, whereas Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) more frequently localized to the plasma membrane (Figure 3a). Quantification of the relative intensities confirmed that mPrestin(N7T, N308S) exhibited a significantly greater plasma membrane/cytoplasm intensity ratio than did Venus-mPrestinWT (p = 0.003; Figure 3b). We therefore hypothesized that targeting mPrestin(N7T, N308S) to the plasma membrane is important for its sensitivity to ultrasound. To assess this hypothesis, we introduced a point mutation (Y667Q) that causes prestin to mislocate to the Golgi apparatus into Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S). As expected, Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S, Y667Q) accumulated at the Golgi apparatus, and its plasma membrane/cytoplasm intensity ratio decreased significantly (p = 1.02 × 10⁻²; Figure 3a,b). The mislocation of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S, Y667Q) to the Golgi apparatus impaired its ultrasound-sensing ability (p = 0.032; Figure 3c), confirming that plasma-membrane targeting of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) is required for its response to ultrasound.

Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) was not evenly distributed in the plasma membrane but was concentrated in punctate regions (Figures 1b and 3a). HEK293T cells expressing mPrestin(N7T, N308S) exhibit a significantly higher number of puncta than cells expressing wild-type mPrestin (p = 0.015; Figure S6a). Mislocation of mPrestin(N7T, N308S, Y667Q) at Golgi reduces the number of puncta suggesting that puncta formation of mPrestin requires its plasma membrane targeting (p = 0.032; Figure S6a). We also measured the size of mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta in cells. The multiple z-stack images of cells expressing mPrestin(N7T, N308S) were acquired and processed by deconvolution. We then built up the 3-dimensional puncta images by maximal intensity projection and measured their sizes. Quantification data show that the area of mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta is 132 ± 6.28 nm² (mean ± s.e.m.; Figure S6b). Prestin self-assembles into oligomers to form bullet-shaped complexes in the plasma membrane.32,33 To evaluate whether self-association of prestin occurred in these punctate regions, we used fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) to examine the oligomerization of Venus- and CFP-tagged mPrestin constructs. A greater FRET efficiency was obtained in the punctate regions of cells expressing mPrestin(N7T, N308S) as compared with cells transfected with mPrestinWT (p = 0.025; Figure S6c,d), indicating that self-association of mPrestin(N7T, N308S) but not mPrestinWT occurred in the punctate regions. Immunofluorescence staining also showed that mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta associated with actin filaments and microtubules (Figure S6e). Next, ultrasonic imaging of cells transfected with Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) (imaging interval, 17 ms) was used to observe the real-time behavior of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta upon FUS stimulation. Live-cell imaging and quantification showed that Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta oscillated continuously for a few seconds after being exposed to pulsed 0.5 MHz FUS (Figure 3d,e; Movie S2). Because several waves of calcium responses were observed after a single FUS pulse in the Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-transfected cells (Figure 1c), we hypothesized that a short pulse of FUS induced sustained oscillation of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-positive puncta that then trigger the calcium response for a few seconds. To address this hypothesis, we found that cellular expression of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S, V499G, Y501H), which prevents the electromotility of prestin without affecting its localization to the plasma membrane,34 blocked oscillation.
Figure 4. Transcranial FUS stimulation of VTA neurons in mouse brains via mPrestin(N7T, N308S) expression. (a) Representative image of primary cultured cortical neurons expressing Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S). The maximum z-projection was created from 15 stacks, each separated by 0.3 μm. Scale bar, 20 μm. (b) In vivo experimental scheme for transcranial FUS stimulation of the VTA neurons in anesthetized mice. (c) Representative images of mouse brain sections after unilateral injection of AAV-encoding Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) in the TH (tyrosine hydroxylase) positive-VTA region. Scale bar, 1 mm. (d, e) Representative images of mouse brain sections with different conditions. Extensive FUS-driven c-Fos (red) expression was detected in cells expressing Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) after FUS stimulation (0.5 MHz, 0.5 MPa, 10 Hz PRF, 2000 cycles, 3 s duration). Arrows indicate c-Fos+Venus+ cells. Scale bar, 100 μm. (f) Representative image of VTA neurons expressing Venus alone or Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) (yellow) after 1 kHz PRF FUS stimulation (0.5 MHz, 0.5 MPa, 1 kHz PRF, 150 cycles, 6 s duration). Extensive FUS-driven c-Fos (red) expression was detected under this condition. Scale bar, 50 μm. (g) Representative images of VTA neurons expressing Venus alone or Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) (yellow) in chemically deafened mice after 10 Hz PRF FUS stimulation (0.5 MHz, 0.5 MPa, 10 Hz PRF, 2000 cycles, 3 s duration). Extensive FUS-driven c-Fos (red) expression was detected in Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-transfected cells of chemically deafened mice. Scale bar, 50 μm. (h) Percentage of c-Fos-positive neurons expressing Venus alone or Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) under the different conditions presented in parts e–g. Data are shown as the mean ± s.e.m. for 5–9 different sections from 3 mice per condition.
of the puncta upon FUS stimulation (Figure 3d,e; Movie S2). Moreover, the lack of oscillation found for the Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta significantly attenuated the FUS-mediated calcium response (p = 0.016; Figure 3c). Thus, FUS-evoked calcium responses are highly dependent on the electromotility and oscillation of prestin puncta in the plasma membrane.

We next determined in which cellular compartment the calcium is stored that is released by Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) upon FUS stimulation. Addition of the calcium chelator ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid (EGTA) in the extracellular space completely inhibited the calcium response in cells expressing Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) upon ultrasound stimulation (p = 6.2 × 10^{-7}; Figure 3f). However, depletion of the intracellular calcium store by thapsigargin did not significantly affect the ultrasound-mediated calcium response (p = 0.16; Figure 3f). Thus, mPrestin(N7T, N308S) induced calcium influx from the extracellular space instead of from the intracellular calcium pool after FUS excitation. We speculate that replacement of Asn with Thr and Ser at positions 7 and 308, respectively, in mPrestin enhanced its localization to the plasma membrane where its oscillations promoted calcium influx from the extracellular space.

Several mechanosensitive ion channels are activated by high-frequency ultrasound.\textsuperscript{20,21} We incubated gentamicin, a pharmaceutical inhibitor of mechanosensitive ion channels,\textsuperscript{35} with cells that expressed Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) and found that this treatment did not significantly affect the calcium response upon ultrasound excitation (p = 0.27; Figure 3f). Thus, gentamicin-sensitive ion channels were not involved in the mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-mediated calcium response, which is consistent with results from an ultrasound-inducible system driven by piezoelectric nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{28} Ultrasound excites neuronal cells by activating voltage-gated ion channels.\textsuperscript{5,6} To examine the possible involvement of voltage-gated ion channels in our system, cells expressing Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) were incubated with tetrodotoxin (TTX), an inhibitor of voltage-gated ion channels, and then stimulated with 0.5 MHz FUS. However, the percentage of ultrasound-excitable cells transfected with mPrestin(N7T, N308S) was not affected by TTX treatment, indicating that voltage-gated ion channels are not involved in the mPrestin-mediated pathway (p = 0.80; Figure 3f).

To take advantage of the enhanced sensitivity of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) to ultrasound stimulation, we next developed a sonogenetic system that would allow for stimulating neurons. Infection of primary cultured cortical neurons with a Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-containing lentivirus led to the expression of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) on the neuronal membrane. Moreover, Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) also forms puncta on the neuronal membrane (Figure 4a). For the sonogenetic stimulation of target neurons in deep brain, an adeno-associated virus (AAV) encoding Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) was injected into a single side of the VTA brain region (Figure 4b,c). Two weeks later, anesthetized mice were exposed to transcranial pulsed ultrasonic excitation (0.5 MHz FUS, 0.5 MPa, 10 Hz PRF, 3 s duration; Figure 4d). The Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) expression was detected mainly in TH (tyrosine hydroxylase)-positive VTA neurons (46 ± 5.76%) and rarely in VGlut2-positive glutamatergic neurons (6 ± 1.81%) (Figure 4c and Figure S7). FUS-activated neurons were mapped by imaging the expression of c-Fos. Neuronal excitation was triggered by a short pulsed FUS in one hemisphere of the VTA neurons expressing Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-transfected mouse but not in the contralateral region without Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) expression (Figure 4d). A significant increase of c-Fos-positive neurons was also observed after FUS stimulation in the presence of Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) expression (p = 8.64 × 10^{-3}; Figure 4e,h). Although the focal diameter of 0.5 MHz FUS (4.4 mm; Figure S2) is larger than VTA, our ultrasound stimulation did not significantly activate neighboring neurons in the absence of mPrestin(N7T, N308S) expression (Figure 4d and Figure S8). Control mice with Venus alone expression showed no significant increase in c-Fos expression in the VTA region (p = 0.08, Figure 4e,h). Moreover, our ultrasound stimulation did not activate microglia in illuminated sites suggesting that our stimulation does not damage mouse brains (Figure S9).

Several previous studies found that low-frequency transcranial ultrasound (0.2–0.5 MHz) at high PRF (1–1.5 kHz PRF) efficiently activates cortical neurons via the auditory mechanism in mice and guinea pigs.\textsuperscript{7,36,37} The parameters of ultrasound (0.5 MHz, 0.5 MPa, 10 Hz PRF, 3 s duration) we used to activate mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-transfected cells did not increase c-Fos expression in auditory regions of mice which is consistent with the previous observation that short PRF ultrasound (<100 Hz PRF) can not activate mouse brains (Figure S10).\textsuperscript{7} The high PRF (1 kHz PRF) and longer duration (6 s) of ultrasound (0.5 MHz, 0.5 MPa, 1 kHz PRF, 6 s duration) robustly activate both auditory regions and VTA neurons expressing mPrestin(N7T, N308S) (Figure 4f and Figure S10). However, this parameter of ultrasound only slightly improved the success rates of neuromodulation compared to 10 Hz PRF ultrasound (p = 0.40; Figure 4h). To further verify that the mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-mediated neuromodulation is not dependent on the auditory mechanism, we tried to use 10 Hz PRF ultrasound to activate mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-transfected VTA neurons in chemically deafened mice. The extensive c-Fos expression in cells expressing mPrestin(N7T, N308S) can be observed in deafened mice indicating that this event is not dependent on the auditory mechanism (Figure 4g,h). These results confirmed that low PRF ultrasound (10 Hz PRF) can specifically and directly activate mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-transfected cells but not nontransfected cells in mouse deep brains.

In summary, we here introduced two evolutionarily conserved amino acid substitutions N7T and N308S into mouse prestin which enhances its self-association as well as puncta formation in the plasma membrane (Figures 1 and 3, and Figure S6). These mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta highly associate with actin filaments and microtubules in cells (Figure S6e). A short pulse of 0.5 MHz FUS induces sustained oscillation of mPrestin(N7T, N308S) puncta with electromotility and evokes several waves of calcium responses in transfected cells (Figures 1c and 3c–e). The ultrahigh ultrasound sensitivity of mPrestin(N7T, N308S) allows for noninvasive stimulation of target neurons in deep mouse brains by a short pulsed FUS (Figure 4).

Our results have raised a fundamental question: how does 0.5 MHz FUS evoke calcium influx in cells expressing mPrestin(N7T, N308S)? Our ultrasound excitation does not affect temperature in vitro and in vivo which excludes the scenario that ultrasound activates Prestin via a thermal effect (Figure S11). Several studies have shown that 0.25–0.5 MHz
ultrasound waves induce temporal cavitation between two lipid leaflets of the plasma membrane which changes membrane thickness or the membrane potential.2,3,8,9 NT and NS mutants lead the prestin target to the plasma membrane where their electromotility nature senses the change of membrane potential and triggers the observed calcium influx (Figure 3c–e). Calcium is known to further enhance the electromotility of prestin,40 which may act as a positive feedback loop to substantially amplify the ultrasound-induced bioeffects and produce multiple waves of calcium influx (Figure 1c and Figure S12). Ultrasound of 80 kHz, which is the peak frequency used by most sonar species, did not efficiently induce a calcium response in Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-transfected cells (Figure 2), suggesting that the mechanism(s) of how sonar-responsive species hear ultrasound by auditory organs may not be the same as what mPrestin-N7T, N308S-dose in nonauditory systems.

Similar to photon-responsive proteins and fluorescent proteins, which absorb distinct wavelengths of light and allow for multiplex imaging and optogenetics, mPrestin(N7T, N308S) specifically responds to 0.5 MHz FUS, suggesting that a multiple-frequency system using ultrasound of 1–15 MHz can be developed to noninvasively diagnose regions of abnormal tissues and simultaneously manipulate cellular activities with 0.5 MHz FUS. Moreover, since 0.5 MHz FUS waves cannot be delivered through the air and are rarely used by sonar species, the natural background level for this frequency is expected to be low. Previously developed by sonar species, the natural background level for this waves cannot be delivered through the air and are rarely used. Moreover, since 0.5 MHz FUS abnormalities and simultaneously manipulate cellular activities with 0.5 MHz FUS. Moreover, since 0.5 MHz FUS were incubated with one of the various inhibitors or 0.1% (v/v) DMSO dissolved in DMEM (Gibco) at 37 °C. Calcium-free, serum-free medium (Gibco) was used in the EGTA experiment.

Live-Cell Imaging. Transfected cells were seeded into Lab-Tek eight-well chambers (Thermo Scientific) coated with poly-d-lysine (P6407, Sigma-Aldrich) or onto 25 mm cover glasses in six-well culture plates (SPL Life Science) that were similarly coated. Live-cell imaging was conducted using a Nikon T1 inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon) with a 20× or 60× oil objective (Nikon), a DS-Qi2 CMOS camera (Nikon), and Nikon element AR software. The cells were held under a 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37 °C in an environmental chamber (Live Cell Instrument). The distribution of Venus-mPrestinWT, Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S), Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S, Y667Q), and Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S, V499G, Y501H) in HEK293T cells was observed using a Nikon A1 confocal system with a 100× oil objective (Nikon). Multiple z-stack images (0.3 μm between stacks; 15 stacks) were acquired and processed with Huygens deconvolution (Scientific Volume Imaging), and the maximum intensity projections of the images were generated by Nikon element AR software. The plasma membrane/cytoplasm intensity ratios of the Venus-mPrestin constructs were analyzed by Nikon element AR software. Ultrafast imaging was acquired under a Nikon A1 confocal system with a Resonant scanner (Nikon) and 100× objective (Nikon).

Calibration of Acoustic Peak Negative Pressure and Power Density of FUS. For the acoustic peak negative pressure measurement, we have recorded voltage traces produced by FUS pressure waves via a calibrated polyvinylidene difluoride type hydrophone (model HGL-0085, ONDA, Sunnyvale, CA; calibration range = 0.25–20 MHz, spatial resolution, 85 μm) and an oscilloscope (LT-354, LeCory Co., Chestnut Ridge, NY). Using measurements recorded from hydrophones, the acoustic peak negative pressure then could be calculated by the formula provided on the data sheet. For the acoustic power density measurement, a calibrated ultrasound power meter (Model UPM-DP-1AV, Ohmic Instruments Inc.) was used to detect the power of each FUS stimulus waveform with 30% of duty cycle. The measurements were conducted in an acrylic water tank that was filled with distilled and degassed water at 25 °C.

Immunoﬂuorescence Staining. HEK293T cells transfected with Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) were seeded on poly-l-lysine-coated Lab-Tek eight-well chambers (Thermo Scientific). Transfected cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde (Electron Microscopy Sciences) at room temperature for 15 min and subsequently permeabilized by 0.1% Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich). After incubation of blocking solution (PBS with 2% bovine serum albumin) for 30 min at room temperature, cells were stained with phalloidin Alexa Fluor kit (New England Biolabs) were used. The hSyn1-Venus and hSyn1-Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) inserts were PCR amplified from hSyn1-Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) construct. The plenti-backbone and the insert with a molar ratio of 1:2 (backbone:fragment) were HiFi assembled to acquire the corresponding lentiviral vectors. For DNA transfection, LT-1 (Mirus) was used according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For inhibitor experiments, gentamicin (200 μM, 20 min, Sigma), TX7 (500 nM, 20 min, Abcam), EGTA (5 mM, 20 min, Sigma), and thapsigargin (100 nM, 30 min, Sigma) were used. Before ultrasound excitation, HEK 293T cells were incubated with one of the various inhibitors or 0.1% (v/v) DMSO dissolved in DMEM (Gibco) at 37 °C. Calcium-free, serum-free medium (Gibco) was used in the EGTA experiment.
alone and Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) were seeded in a 3 mm. MPa; 2000 cycles; 10 Hz PRF; and 3 s duration) was applied (1:1000 dilution; Thermo Scientific). The tubulin antibody (1:1000 dilution; Sigma-Aldrich, T6199) for 594 (1:100 dilution; Thermo Scientific) was used. Nano Letters

In Vitro FUS Stimulation. FUS stimulation (acoustic peak negative pressure, 0.5 MPa; 2000 cycles; PRF, 10 Hz; and 3 s duration) was applied using a single-element FUS transducer (80 kHz FUS: Pro-Wave Electronic Corp.; 0.5, 1, 2, and 3.5 MHz FUS: Panametrics). The ultrasound transducer was driven by a function generator (AFG3251, Tektronix) and a radio frequency power amplifier (80 kHz FUS: 150A100B, AR; 0.5 MHz, 1 MHz, 2 MHz, 3.5 MHz FUS: 325LA, Electronics & Innovation) to transmit the ultrasound pulses. A water cone filled with degassed water was attached to the ultrasound transducer assembly, after which the surface of the cone was submerged into the culture-dish medium. Before starting each experiment, we used a glass bottom dish which was embedded with two acoustically transparent 200 μm diameter vessel-mimicking cellulose tubes in cross shape. The cross point of the two tubes was positioned at the center of the dish (0.5 cm above the bottom). The projection of the tubes’ cross point to the dish bottom was also marked onto the glass by a color pen. For aligning the focus of the ultrasound transducer and optical objective, the location of the holder was first appropriately adjusted for ensuring that the marker appeared at the center of the objective. Second, operating the ultrasound transducer in a pulse echo mode and positioning the location of the ultrasound transducer ensured that the focal area of the ultrasound pulse was sonicated at the cross point of the two tubes. Third, the location of the ultrasound transducer was moved down 0.5 cm. Finally, the successful confocal positioning between optical and acoustic foci was verified by injecting microbubbles in the cellulose tube and observing the occurrence of microbubble destruction by ultrasound. To record the calcium influx in a cell in real time, the ultrasound transducer was confocally positioned with the objective of the microscope.

Cell Viability Test. The effect of ultrasound excitation on cell viability was determined by the CCK-8 cell counting kit (Dojindo Laboratories) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In brief, 6 × 10^5 293T stably expressing Venus alone and Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) were seeded in a 3 cm culture dish, respectively. After overnight incubation at 37 °C, FUS stimulation (acoustic peak negative pressure, 0.5 MPa; 2000 cycles; 10 Hz PRF; and 3 s duration) was applied to cells. At 24 h after FUS stimulation, the cell viability was determined by measuring the optical density of CCK-8 at 450 nm.

Lentivirus Production. Five hours prior to transfection, culture medium of HEK293T cells grown to a confluency of 60% was replaced with 10 mL of DMEM supplemented with GlutaMAX (Gibco, Taipei, Taiwan) and 10% FBS (Hyclone, Taipei, Taiwan) containing 25 μM chloroquine diphosphate (Tokyo Chemical Industry, Taipei, Taiwan). HEK293T cells were cotransfected with 1.3 pmol of psPAX2 (gift from Didier Trono; Addgene plasmid 12260), 0.72 pmol of pMD2.G (gift from Didier Trono; Addgene plasmid 12259), and 1.64 pmol of transfer plasmids (pLenti-hSyn1-Venus or pLenti-hSyn1-Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S)) by PEI (Alfa Aesar; 1 mg/mL polyethylenimine, linear, MW 25 000) transfection. The ratio of DNA:PEI was 1:3 diluted in 1 mL of OptiMEM (Gibco). Then, 18 h post-transfection, viral medium was replaced with 15 mL of DMEM supplemented with GlutaMAX and 10% FBS; 48 h post-transfection, viral medium was harvested, stored at 4 °C, and replaced with 15 mL of DMEM supplemented with GlutaMAX and 10% FBS. At 72 h post-transfection, viral medium was pooled with the 48 h harvest and centrifuged at 500g for 10 min at 4 °C. The viral supernatant was filtered through a 0.45 μm PES filter ( Pall, Taipei, Taiwan), snap frozen with liquid nitrogen, and stored at −80 °C.

Primary Neuronal Culture and Lentivirus Transduction. Sprague–Dawley rats were purchased from BioLasCO Taiwan Co., Ltd. Primary cortical neurons were dissociated from dissected cortices of rat embryos (embryonic day 18, E18) and then seeded on poly-l-lysine (Sigma, Saint Louis, MO)-coated bottom-glass dishes (1.2 × 106 cells per dish). On day in vitro 0 (DIV0), primary neurons were cultured in minimum essential medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with 5% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen), 5% horse serum (Invitrogen), and 0.5 mg/mL penicillin–streptomycin (Invitrogen) under 5% CO2 condition. Culture medium was changed to Neurobasal medium (Gibco, Grand Island, NY) containing 25 μM glutamate (Sigma), 2% B-27 supplement (Invitrogen), 0.5 mM L-glutamine (Invitrogen), and 50 units/mL antibiotic–antimycotic (AA) (Invitrogen) on DIV1. Cytosine-β-D-arabinofuranoside (AraC, 10 μM) (Invitrogen) was added to neurons on DIV2 to inhibit proliferation of glial cells. On DIV3, medium was changed to Neurobasal medium containing 2% B-27 supplement, 0.5 mM L-glutamine, and 50 units/mL AA. On DIV6, conditional medium was harvested and half-replaced with fresh Neurobasal/glutamine culture medium. Neurons were infected with hSyn1-Venus or hSyn1-Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-containing lentivirus on DIV7. After overnight incubation at 37 °C, the virus-containing medium was replaced with conditional culture medium mixed with an equal volume of fresh medium. For further maintenance, the medium was half-changed with fresh Neurobasal/glutamine culture medium every 2 days. After lentivirus infection for 7 days, neurons were imaged by a Nikon T1 inverted fluorescence microscope (Nikon).

Adeno-Associated Virus Delivery. The Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) or Venus alone-containing adeno-associated virus (AAV) were packaged by NTU CVT-LS-AAV core. A total of 1 μL of AAV encoding Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) or Venus alone was transcranially injected into the left ventral tegmental area (VTA; bregma, −3 mm; left, 0.5 mm; depth, 4.2 mm). During the experiment, the animal was anesthetized with 2% isoflurane gas and immobilized on a stereotactic frame. After AAV injection for 2 weeks, the mice were simulated by FUS.

In Vivo Sonogenetic Stimulation of VTA. The AAV transduced mice were randomly divided into four groups: (1) AAV encoding Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) + 0.5 MHz FUS stimulation group (n = 3 mice); (2) AAV encoding Venus-mPrestin(N7T, N308S) without FUS group (n = 3 mice); (3) AAV encoding Venus alone +0.5 MHz FUS stimulation group (n = 3 mice); and (4) AAV encoding Venus alone without ultrasound group (n = 3 mice). The 0.5 MHz sonication was applied transcranially at the left brain with the acoustic pressure of 0.5 MPa, 2000 cycles, and 10 Hz PRF, sonication duration of 3 s and one sonication site. In the experiments of Figure 4f and Figure S10, the parameter of ultrasound with high PRF and longer duration (0.5 MHz, 0.5 MPa, 150 cycles, 1 kHz PRF, 6 s duration) was also used to...
test its effect on auditory regions of mouse brains and mPrestin(N7T, N308S)-transfected cells. In the deafened animal group, the animals were chemically deafened by injection of kanamycin (1 g/kg, subcutaneous injection) and Furosemide (30 min later, 200 mg/kg, intraperitoneal injection)\(^{37,43}\). To induce intracerebral hemorrhage (Figure S9), the mice were injected with a self-made lipid-shell microbubble solution (0.7–1.1 \(\mu\)m, 100 \(\mu\)L, 1 \(\times\) 10\(^8\) particles/mL) by retro-orbital injection. Then, 20 s later, the FUS (0.5 MHz, 0.5 MPa, 10 Hz PRF, 5000 cycles, 120 s duration) was delivered to the left brains of mice. During the experiment, the animal was anesthetized with 2% isoflurane gas and immobilized on a stereotactic frame.

**Immunohistochemistry Staining (IHC) and Quantification of c-Fos Expression.** The successful stimulation of mPrestin-(N7T, N308S)-transfected cells was verified by c-Fos IHC staining.\(^{44}\) The brains of mice were removed at 90 min after 0.5 MHz FUS stimulation. The brains were then sliced into 15 \(\mu\)m sections and incubated into 5% goat serum and PBS for 1 h to block the endogenous proteins. The sections were then incubated in anti-c-Fos antibody (1:1000; SYSY), antisyntoxin hydroxylase antibody (1:500; Abcam), anti-VGlut2 antibody (1:500; Abcam), or anti-Iba1 antibody (1:500; Abcam) in antibody diluent for overnight. The sections were then incubated for 1 h in Dylight 594 conjugated secondary antibody (1:500; GeneTex) in antibody diluent followed by several washes in PBS. The cellular nuclei were labeled by DAPI. Finally, the slides were coversonsolved with fluorescent mounting medium and stored flat in the dark at \(-20^\circ\)C. The successful transfection of mPrestin was confirmed by the expression of Venus fluorescent protein. The number of cells with Venus+c-Fos+ cells were counted in regions of interest of 450 \(\mu\)m \(\times\) 450 \(\mu\)m. Three ROIs were selected from each section and then averaged. For statistics, slices from at least 3 mice were obtained, imaged, and analyzed. Both imaging and analysis were performed blind to the experimental conditions.

**Measurement of the Thermal Effect upon Ultrasound Stimulation.** A thermocouple probe (HYP-1, Omega engineering Inc., Stamford, CT) was placed onto the culture dish or the VTA region of mouse brains. The change of temperature was measured upon ultrasound stimulation.
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